
Digitize
Everything



About the client A global leader in Returnable Transport Packaging
management software based out of Europe, with solutions
covering the entire supply chain. An independent software
vendor serving logistics service providers, equipment
pooling providers, manufacturers and owners of Returnable
Transport Packaging in their digital transformation. 



Problem
Statement

The client has a contract with several RTP manufacturers
and manages their inventory across several warehouses
around the globe.

The stock had to be manually inspected and counted daily
which required huge manpower and resulted in count  
misappropriation.  



Problem
Statement 

These RTP’s are sent to respective loading stations every
day and all of this was monitored and recorded physically by
one-to-many people for their usability 

The RTP’s were then returned to the respective warehouses
and the entire process to access their condition (extent of
damage) and the returned numbers had to be completed
manually which is cumbersome and involved a huge margin
of error and we observed there was lack of accountability
for the damaged and missing pallets thus incurring revenue
loss



Our
Approach

ANALYZE SITES
PHYSICALLY
ROBUST AI
POWERED APP

AUTO-SCANNING OF
RTP AND RECORDS
INTEGRATION WITH
OTHER SYSTEMS



Solution Details

We analyzed the work involved at every stage by one and all
involved, by physically plugging our tech team at every site
to build a smart and robust Mobile application which was
very easy to use.  

The Scanroid App captures images of the RTP’s and records
the inward/outward movement and the condition of every
pallet, centrally recording the same real-time into the
existing ERP system of the clientele. 

The application also integrates with several other point
solutions like the delivery note application, which needs the
information to generate necessary transportation
documents.

Based on the usability of Scanroid we have recorded a data
accuracy of RTP’s (91% )and increased the efficacy by 82%
and reduced RTP’s losses by 51% due to seepage of data or
returnee count mismatch.



91%
DATA ACCURACY OF RTPS 

SCANROID
ENTERPRISE DIGITIZATION SOLUTION



Scanroid
Simplifying digitisation of everything



82%
INCREASE IN EFFICACY

SCANROID
ENTERPRISE DIGITIZATION SOLUTION



Scanroid

A COMPLETE PLUG-AND-PLAY API
BASED DOCUMENT DIGITIZATION
SOLUTION 



PROCESS
AUTOMATION

DOCUMENT
DIGITIZATION

INDUSTRY 
AGNOSTIC

API POWERED
SOLUTIONS

ERP
INTEGRATION

AI POWERED



Website
WWW.GETAFIXTECHNOLOGIES.COM

Phone call
+91 782 957 8999

Email
SERVICE@GETAFIXTECHNOLOGIES.COM

Let Getafix help you!

Reach your tech-
goals faster with
Us


